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Globalisation has further tilted the imbalance of power between the male punter
with his wallet and the woman who rents her vagina for a fee. In France, 85 per
cent of prostitutes are immigrants, many without papers, vulnerable to
exploitation. In Germany, with its legal super-brothels, it is about two thirds. If
demand is not tackled, more will come. Is that something any Western nation
should be proud of: an underclass of poor women from Thai villages and
Ukrainian towns, imported to service First World penises? – Janice Turner,
2014. [1]

Some pimps, some sex buyers and some governments have made the decision that it is
reasonable to expect certain women to tolerate sexual exploitation and sexual assault in order to
survive. Those women most often are poor and most often are ethnically or racially marginalised.
The men who buy them or rape them have greater social power and more resources than the
women. For example, a Canadian prostitution tourist commented about women in Thai
prostitution, “These girls gotta eat, don’t they? I’m putting bread on their plate. I’m making a
contribution. They’d starve to death unless they whored.” [2]

This self-congratulatory Darwinism avoids the question: do women have the right to live without
the sexual harassment or sexual exploitation of prostitution – or is that right reserved only for
those who have sex, race or class privilege? “You get what you pay for without the ‘no,’” a sex
buyer explained.[3] Non-prostituting women have the right to say “no.” We have legal protection
from sexual harassment and sexual exploitation. But tolerating sexual abuse is the job description
for prostitution.
One of the big lies is that most prostitution is voluntary. If there’s no evidence of force, then her
experience is dismissed as “voluntary” or “consenting.” A sex buyer said, “If I don’t see a chain
on her leg, I assume she’s made the choice to be there.” But most prostitution today is what
German abolitionists have named poverty prostitution. That means she’s hungry, she can’t find a
job, and she doesn’t have alternatives. The john’s payment does not erase what we know about
sexual violence, domestic violence and rape. Whether or not it is legal, prostitution is extremely
harmful for women. Women in prostitution have the highest rates of rape, physical assault, and
homicide of any women ever studied. In a Dutch study, 60% of women in legal prostitution were
physically assaulted, 70% were threatened with physical assault, 40% experienced sexual
violence and 40% had been coerced into legal prostitution. [4]

In the past decade, after interviewing hundreds of sex buyers in 5 countries (USA, UK, India,
Cambodia, and Scotland), we’re looking more closely at behaviors and attitudes that fuel the
misogyny of prostitution and we have started to understand some of their motivations. Normative
sex buyer behavior includes a refusal to see one’s own participation in harmful activities such as
dehumanizing a woman, humiliating her, verbally and physically sexually harassing her, and
paying her money to coerce her to perform sex acts that she otherwise would not.
Objectification and commodification are at the root of the violence in prostitution.
Sex buyers don’t acknowledge the humanity of the women they use for sex. Once a person is
turned into an object, exploitation and abuse seem almost reasonable.
In interviews with sex buyers in different cultures, some chilling examples of commodification
were provided. Prostitution was understood as “renting an organ for ten minutes.”[5] Another US
sex buyer stated that, “Being with a prostitute is like having a cup of coffee, when you’re done,
you throw it out.”[6] Sex buyers commodify and select women on the basis of race/ethnic
stereotypes via ethno-sexualization. [7] “I had a mental check list in terms of race,” said a
London sex buyer, “I have tried them all over the last five years but they turned out to be the
same.”[8] In Cambodia, prostitution was understood this way: “We men are the buyer, sex
workers are goods, and the brothel owner is a vendor.” [9] A woman who had prostituted in
Vancouver for 19 years explained prostitution the same way that sex buyers did, “They own you
for that half hour or that twenty minutes or that hour. They are buying you. They have no
attachments, you’re not a person, you’re a thing to be used.” [10]
Sex buyers’ lack of empathy
Using his own special logic, the sex buyer calculates that in addition to buying sexual access,
money also buys him the right to avoid thinking about the impact of prostitution on the woman
he uses for sex. [11] His fantasy is the hassle-free girlfriend who makes no demands on him but
is willing to satisfy his sexual needs. “It’s like renting a girlfriend or wife. You get to choose like
a catalogue,” explained a UK sex buyer. [12] Sex buyers seek the appearance of a relationship. A
number of men explained their desire to create an illusion for other men that they had acquired
an attractive woman without payment. “I want my prostitute not to behave like one, said a
London sex buyer, “I want them to role play to be a pretend girlfriend. To a third person it looks
like we’re in love.” [13] Some men who buy sex want to playact the kind of relationship that
they are unable or unwilling to have with non-prostituting women. He may pretend emotional
intimacy but the relationship with a woman in prostitution always stops short of emotional
mutuality. If they construct an imaginary pleasant emotional relationship with the woman they
buy for sex, then they can then retain their opinion of themselves as nice guys. However these
men demand extensive and exhausting lies from prostituted women. A survivor wrote to the
‘nice’ sex buyer,
The truth, that you’re so desperate to flee from, is that you are just like a gentle rapist. Your
attitude and demeanour does not mitigate what you do. The damage you’re causing is
incalculable, but you tell yourself you’re doing no harm here, and you use the smiles of the
women you buy as some kind of currency; they allow you to buy your own bullshit…I didn’t

want you close to me, never mind inside me. Your arms around me made me want to puke more
than your penis ever did…Every moment with you was a lie, and I hated every second of it.
Rachel Moran, 2014. [14]
Like other sexually aggressive men, sex buyers lack empathy for women in prostitution. In
Scotland, researchers found that the more often men bought sex, the less empathy they had for
prostituted women. “I don’t want to know about her,” said a john, “I don’t want her to cry or this
and that because that spoils the idea for me.” [15] Men create a sexually arousing version of what
a prostitute thinks and feels that has little basis in reality. [16] Against all common sense, most of
the johns we interviewed believed that prostituting women were sexually satisfied by the johns’
sexual performances. Research with the women, on the other hand, shows that women are not
sexually aroused by prostitution, and over time, prostitution damages the women’s sexuality.
[17]
One of the few differences between domestic violence and prostitution is that in prostitution,
perpetrators profit from sexual exploitation. Because of the money, prostitution is much more
organized than one man’s individual battering of one woman. Beckie Masaki who was director
of the Asian Women’s Shelter in San Francisco, spoke about the shock waves that went through
the agency when they began to accept women who had been trafficked into prostitution.
Previously, they had worked individually with battered women. Now, they were taking in a
dozen women at a time. The Chinese, Vietnamese, and Korean organized crime groups were not
happy with the loss of income. This necessitated increased security precautions for the Shelter.
Sex buyers and sexual coercion
Men’s favorable opinion of prostitution is one of a cluster of attitudes and opinions that
encourage and justify violence against women. [18] Attitudes of entitlement to sexual access and
sexual aggression, and attitudes of superiority over women are connected to men’s violence
against women. Research shows that sex buyers – like other sexually aggressive men – tend to
prefer impersonal sex, fear rejection by women, have a hostile masculine self-identification, and
are more likely than non-sex buyers to rape if they could get away with it. [19] In Chile, Croatia,
India, Mexico and Rwanda, sex buyers were more likely than other men to rape.[20] Men who
used women in prostitution were significantly more likely to have raped a woman than men who
did not buy sex. [21] In Scotland we found that the more often a john used women in
prostitution, the more likely he was to have committed sexually coercive acts against nonprostituting women. [22]
Denial of harms of prostitution
Strip clubs never have mirrors positioned where sex buyers can see themselves, a pimp who
managed strip clubs for many years explained. [23] What do they not want to see? Do they want
to look away from their predatory maneuvering with the women? Do they not want to see their
own foolish suckerhood? Do they want to close their eyes to the lie that the women are attracted
to sex buyers? Do they not want to know that while they see themselves as players, men who
choose not to buy sex see them as losers? The truth about prostitution is inconvenient for men
who buy sex.

A London sex buyer who observed Eastern European women and their “bodyguard,” was an
active participant in what was very likely sex trafficking. He commented,
The relationship looked very professional, like a business. Still he instructed them to do things
they weren’t entirely happy with. A stern look on his face and a slight raised voice, made me
slightly uncomfortable. But after the girl had been talked to by him, she put on a professional
face and got on with it. My uncomfortable feeling went away because she did it – she could have
walked away from the job. Melissa Farley, Julie Bindel, Jacqueline M. Golding, 2009. [24]
Sex buyers see, and yet at the same time refuse to see, the fear, disgust, and despair in the
women they buy. If she didn’t run out of the room, screaming “help, police! trafficking!” then
the sex buyer concludes that she chose the prostitution. Knowing that women in prostitution have
been exploited, coerced, pimped, or trafficked does not deter sex buyers. Half of a group of 103
London sex buyers said that they had used a woman in prostitution who they knew was under the
control of a pimp. As one man explained, “It’s like he’s her owner.” Another man said: “The girl
is instructed to do what she needs to do. You can just relax, it’s her job.” [25] In Romania,
researchers interviewed sex buyers, women in prostitution, pimps, and police officers, all of
whom agreed that sex buyers “are not interested if the girls are actually trafficked or not but are
rather more interested in satisfying their sexual needs.” [26]
Rationalizations for legalizing or decriminalizing prostitution
Laws against sex buyers and pimps are barriers to the business of sexual exploitation.
Legalization and decriminalization zone prostitution into areas where it is legal to buy, sell, and
be sold for sex. Under these laws, the interests of men who buy sex are represented and pimps
are protected.[27]
The argument that legalizing prostitution would make it “safer” is the primary rationalization for
legal or decriminalized prostitution. However, there is no evidence for this. Instead, we hear selfserving claims and strongly worded assertions without empirical data. The aftermaths of legal
prostitution in the Netherlands and Germany have shown just how bad it can get. As of 2016,
80% of German and Dutch prostitution was under the control of criminal mafias.
After legalization in the Netherlands, organized crime spiraled out of control and women in
prostitution were no safer than when prostitution was illegal. Mayor Job Cohen closed much of
Amsterdam’s legal prostitution in response to organized crime. [28] After legalization in
Victoria, Australia, pimps established 95 legal brothels but at the same time, they also
established another 400 illegal brothels in Victoria. [29] Instead of decreasing violent criminal
involvement, legalization of prostitution has resulted in increased trafficking according to
research from 150 countries. [30]
Anyone who knows about the daily life of those in prostitution understands that safety in
prostitution is a pipe dream. Advocates of legal and decriminalized prostitution understand this
but rarely admit it. Still, evidence exists, for example the Sex Workers’ Education and Advocacy
Taskforce in South Africa addressed distributed a list of safety tips including the
recommendation that while undressing, the prostituting individual should “accidentally” kick a

shoe under the bed, and while retrieving it, should check for knives, handcuffs or rope. The
SWEAT flyer noted that fluffing up the pillow on the bed would permit an additional weapons
search. [31] Understanding the lethal violence directed at women in prostitution, a Dutch legal
pimp told a journalist, “You don’t want a pillow in the [brothel’s] room. It’s a murder
weapon.”[32] A San Francisco organization advised, “be aware of exits and avoid letting your
customer block access to those exits,” and “shoes should come off easily or be appropriate for
running in,” and “avoid necklaces, scarves, across-the-body shoulder bags or anything else that
can be accidentally or intentionally be tightened around your throat.” [33] Specifications in the
Australian Occupational and Safety Codes (OSC) for prostitution illustrate their concern about
its dangers. The Australian OSC recommend hostage negotiation training for women in
prostitution, utterly contradicting the notion of prostitution as just your average job. [34] The
panic buttons in massage parlors, saunas, and brothels can never be answered quickly enough to
prevent violence. Panic buttons in legal brothels make as little sense as panic buttons in the
homes of battered women.
The public’s health is a significant component of the safety alleged to be present in
decriminalized prostitution. In the 1980s, groups such as the New Zealand Prostitutes’ Collective
(NZPC) capitalized on the AIDS epidemic by focusing on HIV education and harm reduction
among those in prostitution. [35] This focus brought in massive funding to the prostitute unions
who used it to lobby for decriminalized prostitution.[36]The harm reduction approach of these
groups to HIV prevention seems to be based on the assumption that if enough male condoms are
distributed then life will be better for everyone. In reality, women want harm elimination (exit
from prostitution) as well as harm reduction. And a majority of johns across the globe refuse to
use condoms. Epidemiologists have found that high risk for HIV is caused by rape and a large
number of sex partners. Neither factor was addressed by prostitute unions.
Although it was promoted as a law protecting sex workers, the NZ government’s own evaluation
of its law concluded that after prostitution was decriminalized, violence and sexual abuse
continued as before. [37] “The majority of sex workers felt that the law could do little about
violence that occurred” and that it was an inevitable aspect of the sex industry. [38] During one
year, 35% of women in NZ decriminalized prostitution had been coerced. [39] The highest rate
of sexual coercion by sex buyers was reported by women in massage parlor prostitution who
were pimp-controlled (described as “managed” by the government). The social stigma of
prostitution and mistrust of police persisted after decriminalization. Most women in prostitution
did not report violence or crimes against them to the police after decriminalization. [40] Gangs of
pimps have waged turf wars over control of prostitution in Auckland, [41] and NZ street
prostitution spiraled out of control with some reports of a 200% increase post-decriminalization.
[42]
Public misconceptions, rationalization, and denial about prostitution
Public misconceptions about prostitution stem from sex buyers’ and pimps’ cover narratives for
the violence perpetrated against women in prostitution. Men’s justifications for other forms of
violence against women are remarkably similar to their justifications for prostitution. They
blame the victim, viewing women in prostitution as intrinsically different from other women and
as morally deficient. Batterers justify beating women by declaring that she asked for it or

provoked it. Sex buyers justify prostitution by telling us that she’s getting rich or that she’s
simply doing an unpleasant but necessary job like factory work. Sex buyers and sex trade
advocates may acknowledge a fraction of the abuse and exploitation in prostitution, but they
justify the abuse because the women are alleged to make a lot of money. Once paid for,
exploitation, abuse, and rape are disappeared. “All of them are exploited. However, they also
have good incomes,” said an Italian sex buyer. [43] A sex buyer described the rapes of a woman
by her pimp. But, he said, it was only “Every once and a while, not every week.” [44] If men’s
sexual expectations are unmet, rape and prostitution are assumed to be inevitable. Women who
fail to provide the sex acts demanded by their partners are then blamed for their partners’ use of
women in prostitution. “If my fiancee won’t give me anal, I know someone who will.” [45]
Words that conceal its harm lead to confusion about prostitution: voluntary prostitution which
implies that she consented when she had no survival alternatives; forced trafficking which
implies that somewhere there are women who volunteer to be trafficked into prostitution; sex
work, which defines prostitution as a job rather than an act of violence. The term migrant sex
worker implies that both prostitution and trafficking are acceptable. Strip club prostitution has
been reframed as sexual expression or freedom to express one’s sensuality. Brothels are referred
to as massage parlors, saunas, and health clubs. Older men who buy teenagers for sex in Seoul
call it compensated dating. In Tokyo prostitution is described as assisted intercourse. Men who
buy women in prostitution are called interested parties, pimps are described as managers.
Pimps and traffickers facilitate denial by misrepresenting it as an easy, fun, lucrative job for the
women in it. Women as well as men are pimps. A number of prominent advocates identify
themselves publicly only as “sex workers,” although they are managers of women in the sex
trade, some are pimps, and some have been arrested for pandering, brothel managing, or
trafficking. There is a blatant conflict of interest when individuals who are
management/owners/pimps are in the same organization as those who are under their control.
The misrepresentation is even more unethical when the brothel owners, managers, and strip club
board members hide their affiliations, claiming to represent the interests of sex workers. Hiding
beneath the banner of labor unions, pimps appeal to the Left’s sympathies. Yet groups such as
the New Zealand Prostitutes Collective, the International Union of Sex Workers (UK), Red
Thread (the Netherlands), Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee (India), Stella (Canada), and
Sex Worker Organizing Project (USA) – while aggressively promoting prostitution as work – do
not resemble what most of us think of as labor unions. They do not offer pensions, safety, shorter
hours, unemployment benefits, or exit services (which is what 90% of women in prostitution say
that they want). Instead, these groups promote a free market in human beings who are used for
sex. [46] We have located 12 people from 8 countries who publicly identify as sex workers or
sex worker advocates but who have also sold others for sex or who have been implicated in the
management of sex trade businesses in various specific ways. All of them promote
decriminalized pimping. Many have been arrested for running brothels and escort agencies,
trafficking, pandering, interstate prostitution, or living off earnings of prostitution. [47]

How can we respond ethically and appropriately to the existence of prostitution?
The existence of prostitution anywhere is society’s betrayal of women, especially those who are
marginalized and vulnerable because of their sex, their ethnicity, their poverty, and their history
of abuse and neglect. Prostitution is sexual harassment, sexual exploitation, often torture.
Women in prostitution face a statistical probability of weekly rape, like domestic violence taken
to the extreme.
The complicity of governments sustains prostitution. When the sex trade expands, women are
less likely to compete with men for jobs. When prostitution is incorporated into states’
economies, governments are relieved of the necessity of finding employment for women. Blood
taxes are collected by the state-as-pimp in legal and decriminalized prostitution. Banks, airlines,
Internet providers, hotels, travel agencies, and all media are integral to the exploitation and abuse
of women in prostitution tourism, make huge profits, and are solidified as part of the economy.
If we listen to the voices and analyses of exited survivors – those who are no longer under pimp
or sex trade control – they direct us to the obvious legal solutions. Men who buy sex must be
held accountable for their predatory aggression. Those in prostitution must be offered real
alternatives for survival, and never arrested. Those who profit from prostitution – pimps and
traffickers – must also be held accountable. A human-rights based approach to prostitution,
recognizing it as sexual exploitation, like that of Sweden, Norway, Iceland, and Northern Ireland,
would provide safety and hope. In this abolitionist approach to prostitution, sex buyers are
criminalized (as are pimps and traffickers) and people in prostitution are decriminalized and are
also provided with exit services and job training. But first we have to move past the pimps’ and
profiteers’ lies about prostitution. I know we can do that.
To summarize:
1. The truth about prostitution is often concealed behind the lies, manipulations and
distortions of sex trade pimps, managers and others who profit from the business. The
deeper truths about prostitution are revealed in survivors’ testimonies, as well as in
research on the psychosocial and psychobiological realities of prostitution.
2. At the root of prostitution, just like other coercive systems, are dehumanization,
objectification, sexism, racism, misogyny, lack of empathy/pathological entitlement
(pimps and johns), domination, exploitation, and a level of chronic exposure to violence
and degradation that destroys the personality and the spirit.
3. Prostitution cannot be made safe by legalizing or decriminalizing it. Prostitution needs to
be completely abolished.
4. Prostitution is more like being chronically sexually harassed, endangered, and raped, than
working in a fast food restaurant. Most women in prostitution suffer from severe PTSD
and want to get out.
5. Sex buyers are predators; they often engage in coercive behavior, lack empathy and have
sexist attitudes that justify abuse of women.
6. A solution exists. It is called the Swedish model and it has been adopted by a number of
countries including Sweden, Norway, Iceland, and Northern Ireland.The essence of the

solution is: criminalization for johns and pimps; decriminalization for women, and the
provision of resources, alternatives, safe houses, rehabilitation.
7. Prostitution affects all of us, not just those in it.
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